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		New year, new beginning. We ordered various different vegan sweets that delighted us from Amazon and kept them close for movie sessions, study marathons, workathons and chill-outs. These treats only lasted us for a month and a half. After the sugar rush wore off we decided to put together our top 10.
10. Organic Chewy Candies
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Organic Chewy Candies –  
Lovely Co 



	Calories: 400kcal/100g
	Price: $$
	Rating: 4.4/5 ⭐








These candies blew our mind. Our favorite to take to the cinema every time. It’s very chewy and has the lovely strawberry, lemon and cherry mix. 




Check on Amazon









9. Organic Tropical Hard Candies
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Organic Tropical Hard Candies – Lovely Co



	Calories: 352kcal/100g
	Price: $$
	Rating: 4.6/5 ⭐








These are the best for long bus rides. They also come in another variety if you like and are quite low in calories. Yum! 




Check on Amazon




8. Organic Sour Beans – YumEarth  
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Organic Sour Beans – YumEarth



	Calories: 353kcal/100g
	Price: $$
	Rating: 3.3/5 ⭐








As healthy as you can get, but a bit higher in calories. Good if you need an energy boost. Our favorite was the mango tango flavor. 




Check on Amazon









7. Surf Sweets – Sour Vegan Gummy Worms
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Surf Sweets Sour Worms by Wholesome 



	Calories: 350kcal/100g
	Price: $$
	Rating: 4.1/5 ⭐








Doesn’t these remind you of your childhood? Except these Californian sour worms are so much better. Rich in Vitamin C as it’s made of organic fruit juice and has a natural fruity taste.




Check on Amazon




6. Organic Gummy Cubs – Cubilicious Peaches
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Organic Gummy Cubs – Organic Candy Factor



	Calories: 300kcal/100g
	Price: $$
	Rating: 3.7/5 ⭐








GUMMY BEARS! If you are a big fan of gummies like us, then these are one of a kind. Not overly sweet and has 4 yummy flavors – Boysenberry, Blackberry, Raspberry and The Juicy Peach.




Check on Amazon




5. Chimes – Toasted Coconut Hard Toffee Candies
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Toasted Coconut Toffee – Chimes



	Calories: 531kcal/100g
	Price: $$
	Rating: 5/5 ⭐








Perfect for Cat Arthur Cake! Has this really chewy texture and creamy flavor as it’s made from real coconut milk. Caramelized cane sugar that will tango on your tongue. Sooo delicious, need to stack up for a year 😀 !




Check on Amazon




4. Wholesome – Organic DelishFish
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Wholesome – Organic DelishFish



	Calories: 375kcal/100g
	Price: $
	Rating: 4.5/5 ⭐








Well if you start you can’t stop anymore! Most similar to Swedish Fish but softer and tastier. Amazing about DelishFish is that you don’t need to worry about candy sticking to your teeth, hehe. Ofcourse it’s free of all artificial colors, flavors and is definitely kid friendly!




Check on Amazon




3. Torie&Howard – Chewie Fruities
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Torie&Howard – Chewie Fruities



	Calories: 380kcal/100g
	Price: $$
	Rating: 5/5 ⭐








Better be careful with these because they are BURSTING with flavor! Not hard to chew at all and gives a really fresh fruity experience. Colored with beetroot juice and sweetened with rice syrup. Has 4 incredible flavors and now even 4 new sour candy flavors. I know what i’m ordering next 😀 !




Check on Amazon




2. Swedish Sour Viking – Vegan Sour Gummy Candy
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Viking Swedish Gummy Candy – Sour Viking



 




	Calories: 333kcal/100g
	Price: $
	Rating: 4.9/5 ⭐








We enjoyed eating these Vikings the most. They taste so goood and while you are eating them you can play a little Viking war with your candy partner. Love that they haven’t added any fructose corn syrup! Vikings come with strawberry, pear, cherry, black currant, lemon and orange flavors all in one. 




Check on Amazon




1. YumEarth Organic Gluten Free Vegan Candies
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YumEarth Organic Gluten Free Vegan Candies



	Calories: 411kcal/100g
	Price: $$
	Rating: 4.5/5 ⭐








Everybody needs a little sweet treat during long workdays. These are just perfect to slip in your pocket for a little unexpected snack! We assure they taste like heaven and last for some time. They are tree nut free, peanut free and fat free. If you have any allergies then go for them, they won’t harm you! 




Check on Amazon
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					About
			Healthy and sustainable choices should be easy to make. Discovering the world of plant-based alternatives.



		Contact
			sweetpotatohello@gmail.com



		Partners
			Sweetpotatobaby.com is a participant in the Amazon Services Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and affiliated sites.
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